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1. INTRODUCTION
Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494 is a Patch Release of Medtech32. This release
provides resolution to the ‘Out of Memory’ and ‘Access Violation’ issues identified in
Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361. In addition to that, a new utility called ‘MissingScan’
has been introduced to search and list out the missed scanned records into the LOG file, as
a resolution to the issue ‘unable to open rotated scanned document’.
This document provides information on the changes to the Medtech32 application. Since
there is no change in the MedtechGlobalHIService (CDA Bridge), it is not required for a
Practice to upgrade the MedtechGlobalHIService (CDA Bridge) and eHealth Certificate
Installer if they are on Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361. Please ensure that you have
read through the document and that it is circulated amongst your staff.
Please ensure that you also review the ‘Known Issues’ section, for items which may affect
your current work flow. These issues will be resolved as a matter or priority in the next
release build.

NOTE: Please ONLY run the Upgrade at a time when your site is not required to be up and
running in a short amount of time. It is recommended that you run the Upgrade afterhours or
on the weekend where you would have adequate time to complete the Upgrade.
NOTE: The amount of time required to run the upgrade is dependent on the specification of
your server and the size of ALL databases.
IMPORTANT NOTE
WARNING: It is HIGHLY recommended to employ ONLY qualified system engineers when
performing ANY installation and upgrade. The consequences of ruining a database during
upgrade could possibly lead to data corruptions, and as a result – data loss and systems
downtime.
If in doubt, please consult with your qualified IT technician/service provider, or contact one of
the Medtech Channel Partners listed on our web site:
http://www.medtechglobal.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/channel-partners-au.pdf

For further information on this release, or any other queries regarding Medtech32 Version
9.2.1 Build 4494, please contact the Medtech Helpdesk on 1800 148 165, or
email support@medtechglobal.com.
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2. ACCOUNTING FIXES
2.1

Modify Invoice window – Amount mismatch

There was an issue in Medtech32, where the sum total of fees charged for the services
rendered did not match the total amount of the invoice. This occurred only when an Invoice
was generated for a Payment Level ‘REPAT’ or ‘Bulk Bill’, and was then re-opened from the
Patient Account window (Module  Accounts  Patient Account) for modification (using
the shortcut key Ctrl + M).

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the sum total of
fees charged for the services will correctly match the total invoice amount.

2.2

Irrelevant Warning Message in the Invoice screen

In some rare instances, the warning message ‘Please select an Account Holder’ would be
displayed when modifying an Invoice (i.e. when opening the Modify Invoice window), even
though the Account Holder details had already been provided:

The frequent occurrence of the above error message has been reduced partially in
Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; and the error will be removed completely in the
forthcoming releases.
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2.3

Unable to delete an Invoice after Banking Closed-Off

In Medtech32, an Invoice can be deleted (if required) even after Banking has been closedoff, via a parameter in the Location settings. Enable this option from within the Location
settings - ‘Allow Modify Transaction After Banking Close-Off’ - from within the Postal &
Accounting Details tab of the Location settings window (Setup  Location  Location
Setup  Postal & Accounting Details tab).

There was an issue in Medtech32, where the invoice could not be deleted after Banking
Close-Off, even though the option ‘Allow Modify Transaction After Banking Close-Off’
had been set to ‘Enabled’. The ‘Delete’ check box option in the Modify Invoice window
would remain ‘greyed out’ and not editable.
This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; An Invoice that
does not have an associated Payment against it, can be deleted after Banking has been
closed-off, if the option ‘Allow Modify Transaction After Banking Close-Off’ has been
‘Enabled’.
Note: In a situation where the wrong patient has been invoiced and a Payment processed
against it, you would create a Credit Note first, then issue a Refund. Ensure that you have
correctly entered an explanation in to the Annotation/Description fields of both transactions
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2.4

Invoices with Zero Amount

In Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361, a validation had been introduced in the invoice
creation process to restrict invoices with a ‘zero’ amount, to be created.

This validation has been reversed in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494. It is now possible
to create and save an invoice with an invoice amount of ‘zero’.
IMPORTANT NOTE
WARNING: Please do not submit any Batches that have vouches with a Zero amount, to
Medicare or DVA as these will be rejected.

2.5

Error when processing Online Patient Claims from Patient
Claims window

There was an issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361, where an error message
‘EconvertError’ was being displayed when processing stored Private Claims from the
Medicare Australia Online Patient Claims window (Module  Accounts  Patient
Claims).
This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; no error message
will be displayed when processing stored Private claims from the Patient Claims window.
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2.6

Discount Service affects ‘Account Paid in Full’ issue

There was an issue in the Lodge Patient Claim window, where the ‘Account Paid in Full’
option was not correctly updating for Private invoices, even though the invoice had been fully
paid. This issue occurred only when invoicing specific services that had a Discount applied.

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the ‘Account
Paid in Full’ checkbox will be selected by default for Private invoices that have been paid in
full, for all services - even those that have a Discount applied to them.
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2.7

Referral Period issue in Private Claims

There was an issue in Medtech32, where the Practitioner’s default referral period that was
configured in the More tab of the Address Book window (Setup  Agencies  Address
Book  View  More Tab) was being transmitted to Medicare for ‘Specialist’ Private
Claims. This correct Referral period that should have been transmitted was the Referral
Duration entered in the actual Patient Referral screen, and which was selected in the
Referral section of the Invoice window.
Address Book window

Selecting Referral Duration from Invoice window

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the correct
Referral Duration field, which is recorded in the Referral section of the Invoice window will
be the Referral ‘duration’ period that will be transmitted to Medicare.
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3. SCANNING RESOLVED ITEMS AND
ENHANCEMENTS
IMPORTANT NOTE
SCANNING AS A SCHEDULED TASK
Following the upgrade to Medtech32 V9.2.1, the Scanning Module enhancements has
resulted in additional changes being made to the existing Scanning Configuration
process – All Practices that use the Scanning Module must ensure that they also read and
review the instructions in the Medtech32 V9.2.1 B4494 Installation Checklist document.
If this is applicable to your Practice, then you MUST refer to the Medtech32 V9.2.1 B4494
Technical Release Notes document, on the new requirements for this feature to ensure that
your Scanning process continues to function correctly.

3.1

Scanning Refresh Issue

In earlier versions of Medtech32 there was an issue in the Scanning window where the
newly scanned records or the records assigned to the patients were not being displayed
accurately. This refresh issue occurred when accessing the Scanning window across the
network (i.e. from Server and Client machines).
The inclusion or exclusion (deletions) of the scanning record from the Client Machine was
not being refreshed and updated to the Server (and vice-versa) until the scanning window
was refreshed manually (Scanning menu  Refresh).
This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the Scanning
window will now be refreshed automatically across the network.

3.2

Column Sorting Validation

In Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361, the Column Sorting option was introduced in the
Scanning window to improve the view by allowing the Date/Time Scanned column to be
highlighted and clicked on to sort either by Ascending or Descending order.
In addition to the existing sort, a new validation has been introduced in the Scanning
window. The message box below will be displayed, when clicking the Date/Time Scanned
column (to sort the records) with the View Scan window remaining active.
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3.3

Scanning Window – Focus Issue

There was an issue in the Scanning window, where if the user moved through the existing
records in the Scanning List view, and then opened up a particular Scanned record, and
then Cancelled or Closed the record, the cursor would not return to the exact spot in the
Scanning List, but it would default to the first record only.
This behaviour caused some disruption to the normal work flow as the user would then have
to scroll down to their previous place in the list.
This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1; the cursor will not default to
the first record entry, when a Scanned record is opened and closed – but will return to the
existing record that it had highlighted in the list.

3.4

Unable to open ‘rotated’ scanned document

In Medtech32 Version 9.2.0, there was an issue in the Scanning window; where the
Scanned document would not open again, if the scanned record had been rotated, edited
and saved.
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This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494. It is possible to
view the records even after they have been rotated, edited and saved, and they will still open
up without any issues.
IMPORTANT NOTE
This fix will not recover or reopen the existing scanning records that were rotated, edited and
saved. Instead, Medtech has introduced a new utility called ‘MissingScan’, which will find
and list the scanned records that require re-scanning, as a ‘LOG’ file. Refer to ‘Missing
Scan Utility’ section for further information.

3.5

Missing Scan Utility

As a resolution to the issue reported in the previous page of this document ‘3.4 Unable to
open ‘rotated’ scanned documents’, Medtech has introduced a new utility called
‘MissingScan.exe’. This utility should only be run by those Practices who had experienced
this particular issue as this utility will search and list those ‘missed’ scanned records (records
that did not open after being rotated, edited and saved) in to a LOG file. From the contents
of this LOG file, you will be able to can rescan and resend the records to the respective
providers.
After upgrading to Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494, you can locate this utility from within
the ‘…MT32\Bin’ folder. This utility must be run on the actual Medtech32 Server, in order
to identify and print a list of those scanned documents that need to be re-scanned in to
Medtech32.
Steps to run the MissingScan utility:
1. Browse to the folder ‘…MT32\Bin’ and double-click on the utility ‘MissingScan’
executable file.
2. The Find Scan window will be displayed..
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3. Select the ‘Database’ from the dropdown list, to identify those missed scanned
records from the selected database – for example, the Main Database (as per the
screenshot below).

To search for records from all the possible databases, you need to select the ‘From
Date’ and ‘To Date’, and the click on the ‘Find For All Databases’ button.

Note: the ‘From Date’ and the ‘To Date’ dates are required fields, for the period of
when the scanned records are missing from.
It is also recommended to select a ‘From Date not earlier than the last six months, to
ensure maximum performance from the utility.
4. Click on the ‘Find’ button to find and list the missing scanned records from the
selected database, for the date selected.
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OR,
Click on the ‘Find For All Databases’ button, to instruct the utility to search all the
scanned records for all of your databases, for the date range selected.
Note: The completed output log file will be saved to the same path as the utility’s
location i.e. ‘…MT32\Bin’.
IMPORTANT NOTE
Based on the date range selected, the MissingScan utility will take adequate time to
complete the search. Please DO NOT close the utility when it has started the search
processing.

5. Once the utility’s search has been completed, the message box ‘completed
successfully’ will be displayed. Click on the OK button to close the message box.

6. Click on the Close button to close the MissingScan utility.

3.5.1 MissingScan Log File
After the successful execution of the MissingScan utility, a list of scanned records that will
require re-scanning in to Medtech32, will be displayed in the MissingScan.Log file. This is
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based on the database(s) selected for the date range specified, as shown below. As
mentioned earlier - the log file will be located in the ‘…MT32\Bin’ folder.
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The LOG file contains the following details:
•
•
•
•

Database Name
Patient Name & Number
Patient Internal ID
Date & Time the record was originally scanned

Note: If a scanned record is not assigned to any Patient, then the text ‘TMPPATID’ will be
displayed instead of the Patient Name and Number
Please make use of the details provided in the LOG file to re-scan the files in to Medtech32
and to allocate/assign the patients records to the respective provider(s).
IMPORTANT NOTE
You cannot inactivate or delete those existing missed scanned records that were rotated,
edited and saved. If you do wish to inactivate one of those records, please contact the
Medtech Helpdesk for assistance.

3.6

Inbox Scan Record – Scrolling slowness

There was an issue in the Inbox Scan Record (i.e. View Scan window), where the scrolling
action speed was very slow when using/clicking on the scroll down/up arrow.

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the scroll speed
when clicking the down/up arrow has been improved in its performance.

Note: Please also review the ‘Known Issues’ section for additional Scanning information.
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4. GENERAL FIXES & ENHANCEMENTS
4.1

Provider Inbox Icon

Medtech had introduced the Flashing Red icon behaviour to the existing ‘Provider Inbox’
icon (in Medtech32 Version 9.1.4), to provide an easy way of identifying when there
were ‘Unmatched provider records’ in the Provider Inbox window.
Due to the large volume of customer requests on the behaviour of this icon, we have reinstated the Default Filter view to have the un-matched results checkboxes un-ticked by
default, as shown in the screenshot below. The Attention field will still default to the
logged on user id.
Default Filter icon view

The visual enhancement behaviour remains the same and will continue to Flash Red for
when there is a need to alert the user of unmatched results being present.
How to Stop the Icon from Flashing Red
With the visual enhancement active – e.g. Provider Inbox icon is Flashing Red, you will
need to take the appropriate action below:
1. Click on the icon to open the Provider Inbox screen
2. Click on the Filter icon to open up the Filter screen
3. Tick the un-matched checkboxes to display those results that need to be matched
to either a Patient or Provider.
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Un-matched checkboxes ticked

4. Go through the list, and assign the results to the correct Patient or Provider until all
results have been updated correctly.
5. Then click back on to the Filter Icon to un-tick the un-matched checkboxes so that
the Default Filter view is reinstated. Click on OK to save the changes.
Default Filter view
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4.2

Travel Health Link – URL issue

In the earlier versions of Medtech32 there was an issue in the Travel Information Sheets
window (Module  Clinical  Travel Information Sheets), where the web address supplied
by Enigma for ‘Centre for Disease Control’ failed to connect. This resulted in an error
being displayed when clicking on the link Centre for Disease Control.

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the Centre for
Disease Control link will bring up the correct home page for Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention within the Travel Information Sheets window.

Note: if your Internet connection does not automatically connect you to the website shown
above, then please check what your Default Internet Browser is set to. To overcome any
issues in the display of the screen, navigate to the ‘\MT32\Bin\Help\Travelhealth’ folder and
click on the link to start the connection – as per the screenshot below.
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4.3

Inbox Document Tabbing Order

The standard action for the Tab key (on the keyboard) is that it is used to navigate across
the available fields.
There was an issue in the earlier versions of Medtech32, where the tab order of the fields in
the Inbox document (in both Provider & Patient Inbox window) was inconsistent with the
structure order, i.e. when tabbing out of the Attention field, the next tab action would take
the user to the Subject field before tabbing into the Provider field.

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the tab order of
the fields in the Inbox window has been made consistent with the structure order.

4.4

Incorrect Victorian S8 Drugs Warning while printing

In some rare instance, when prescribing and printing any S8 drugs from the Consultation
window – a Victorian Poisons Drug Warning screen would appear, with incorrect drug
information onscreen.

This message has been corrected and will not appear for non-Victorian users.
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4.5

View Patient Medication – Incorrect Deactivation Reason

There was an issue in Medtech32, where the Reason provided to deactivate a medication in
the Deactivation Reason… window was being displayed incorrectly as ‘No reason given
by <Provider Name>’ in the View Patient Medication window – refer to screenshot below.
This occurred, when a medication had been deactivated and was then reopened from the
Patient Medications window.

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494. The Reason
selected during the Deactivation will be displayed in the View Patient Medication window
correctly (as specified in the Deactivation Reason… window).

4.6

Appointment Pad – Performance Issue

The performance noted in the Appointment Pad was found to be much slower after
upgrading to Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361.
This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; performance in
the Appointment screen will be as it was previously, and the slowness noted earlier has
been removed.
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4.7

Patient Palette One-off SMS – Templates available

In Medtech32 Version 9.1.7 Build 4293, in an attempt to ensure efficient use of the One-Off
SMS (Module  Send SMS), the option to select the Template had been disabled.
This was to ensure merge fields specific to Appointment Reminders etc., were not incorrectly
used for the message content selected for the one-off SMS messages.

Due to requests from users to allow the Template selection, we have re-enabled this field in
Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494.

NOTE: Reminder that at this stage, if your Practice is using the SMS Reminders – that all
staff must have the SMS Option turned on, in their Staff  Members  SMS settings.
Otherwise, the SMS Icon will not display as ‘Active’ to all you Practice users.
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4.8

Error ‘Not in Edit Mode’ – ‘View Attendance’ window

There was an issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361, where the error message ‘Not
in Edit Mode’ would be displayed when changing to a different patient in the ‘View
Attendance’ window, but then selecting to Abort any record changes by clicking on the
Cancel button.
This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; no errors will be
displayed when opening or saving or aborting changes in the ‘View Attendance’ window.

4.9

Error when printing protected Outbox Document

In the earlier versions of Medtech32, there was an issue in the New Patient Document
window, where the following error message was being displayed if a ‘Protected’ Outbox
Word Document (document protected from editing) was selected for printing.

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; There will not be
any such error message displayed when printing any ‘Protected’ Outbox Word Documents
from the New Patient Document window.
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4.10 Letters / Documents incorrectly delivered to an Internal
Provider
There was an issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361; where the Letters or Documents
(e.g. Referral Letters, Discharge Summary, Outbox Letters, etc.) sent from the New Patient
Document window through the Message Transfer Utility as ‘PIT’ format were being
delivered to an incorrect Provider. I.e. they were being delivered to the Internal Provider
instead of the External Provider that was selected in the To field.
Module  Outbox  New Document

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; Letters or
Documents sent through the Message Transfer Utility as a ‘PIT’ format will be delivered to
the correct Provider.
IMPORTANT NOTE
It is mandatory to select the recipient in the ‘To’ field of the New Patient Document
window. However, if you have selected a different Recipient in the Enter Message
Parameters window, Medtech32 will still send the message to the External Provider
selected in the New Patient Document window.

WARNING
If the ‘To’ field in the New Patient Document window remains ‘blank’ and even though a
Recipient is selected in the Enter Message Parameter window, the HL7 file generated will
not be addressed to any provider.
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4.11 Outbox Word Document – Modified details disappeared
There was an issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361; where the modifications made in
the Outbox Word document disappeared when selecting the option Send Via  Message
Transfer from the View Patient Document window. This issue occurred, when an Outbox
Word document was modified, and then Saved to the Patient Outbox window and then
reopened again to transmit externally via the Message Transfer Utility.

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; the modifications
made in the Outbox Word document will be retained when the document is reopened again
from the Patient Outbox document (to send via Message Transfer Utility).
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4.12 New field ‘Confidential’ in Query Builder
A new field called ‘Confidential’ has been introduced in the Query Builder window under
the ‘Encounter’ table. This new option provides the ability to query the list of patients that
have had the ‘Confidential’ flag applied to their Consultation records (i.e. Consultation
marked as ‘Confidential’).
Tools  Query Builder

IMPORTANT NOTE
It is mandatory to select the ‘Date of Encounter’ field along with ‘Confidential’, when
creating your Query.

NOTE: Please be aware that this new option will only provide you with the ability to identify
which patients have ‘Confidential’ records within their Daily Records, as per the
screenshots above. It will not display only those ‘Confidential’ records for those patients.
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5. PCEHR FIXES
5.1

PCEHR Document window freezing

There was an issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.0 Build 4361, where Medtech32 application
was freezing and would take a long time to recover the screen display. However, once
recovered, an error message ‘Size Mismatch - Field code size is too small for data’
would be displayed. This occurred, when clicking on the ‘Medication’ tab on the PCEHR
Document window (PCEHR menu 

Create and Send eHealth document).

This issue has now been resolved in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494. Clicking on the
Medication Tab will not cause the screen to freeze, or the error message to appear.
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6. KNOWN ISSUES
6.1

Group Appointment appearing in Status Screen

There is a known issue in Medtech32 from Version 9.2.0 Build 4361; when a normal
appointment is double-booked (and arrived) with a Group Appointment in the Appointment
window, the arrived normal appointment entry is not being displayed in the Status screen the Group Appointment entry is being displayed instead.
This issue is being investigated and the resolution will be applied as soon as possible.

6.2

Scanning Buttons ‘Greyed Out’

There is a known issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 in the Patient Inbox Screen – Scanning
– whereby the existing ‘Previous Page / Next Page / First Page / Last Page’ buttons are
‘greyed out’ and ‘Not Active’.
This does not impact on the navigation of the screen to the end user and will be addressed
in a later Release of Medtech32.
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6.3

Cursor disappearing from the Inbox window

There is a known issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; where, when tabbing
through the fields in the Patient / Provider Inbox record that has an image embedded within
the Scanned Image, the cursor disappears when it reaches the Body section (i.e. after the
tab out of the Folder field).
This is specific to those Inbox Records that have an image embedded within it. Examples
are shown in the screenshot below.

This issue is being investigated and the resolution will be applied as soon as possible.

6.4

Private Patient Claim – Discount Service Fee

There is a known issue in Medtech32 Version 9.2.1 Build 4494; that when a Discount service
item has been applied in to an invoice that is transmitted to Medicare, that the total amount
being is showing the full amount and not the Amount – less the Discount.
An example of this is when an invoice is generated for $100.00. The patient is given a
Discount by the Practice of $10.00 and so pays only $90.00.
The original invoice amount of $100.00 is incorrectly being transmitted to Medicare and not
the $90.00 payment that the patient did pay. This issue is being investigated and will be
addressed and the resolution included in a later Release of Medtech32.

For further information on this release, or any other queries regarding Medtech32 Version
9.2.1 Build 4494, please contact the Medtech Helpdesk on 1800 148 165, or
email support@medtechglobal.com.
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